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Section 1: 

Accessing Weather Information  
 

Introduction 1 – Weather  
 

The weather has a significant influence on outdoor 

recreation activities. Our comfort and safety needs can be dramatically affected by 

fluctuations in the temperature, precipitation, wind or other factors brought about by the state 

of the weather. Particularly in relation to marine conditions and small craft we are highly 

vulnerable to the effects of the weather.  

 

There are a number of sources for weather information and it is appropriate to collect 

information from several sources when planning a trip. Meteorologists on the commercial 

television stations generally broadcast weather forecasts and warnings that are reliable, 

however be aware that they are necessarily brief and cover large areas, so they cannot take 

into account local variations. For example, getting the predicted minimum and maximum 

temperatures and the likelihood of rainfall is not enough information if you are planning a sea-

kayaking expedition. Other information can be critical to the safety of our groups, and our activity 

plans need to include alternatives in case of bad weather. Up to date forecasts are readily available 

from a number of sources (good communication systems are important here), and it is especially 

important to have an appropriate level of weather information before running any planned outdoor 

activity. 

 

While on expedition, up-to date information can be more difficult to obtain, and you often 

need to take into account some venue or area specific factors. Local inhabitants or other 

operators can be a great source of knowledge, and something like a simple short wave 

transistor radio can provide relevant weather information in even the most remote areas. 

Now with mobile phones that can access internet and service information sources marine 

weather information can be obtained on demand as long as you have the appropriate phone 

and are in an area with mobile coverage.  

 

In the absence of external information, observations can be made in the field to determine 

the likelihood of particular weather patterns. Observing cloud patterns and movement, 

together with some local knowledge and an awareness of how weather systems progress 

and develop, can often help to predict the suitability of the weather for a particular activity. 

Electrical storms, rainfall and wind conditions are just some weather events that may affect 

your plans significantly. 



 
“Weather is what you get and climate is what you expect” 

 

Climate refers to weather patterns over long periods of time and is about long-term records, 

trends and averages. 

 

Climate is the sum or synthesis of all the weather recorded over a long period of time. It tells 

us the average or most common conditions, or extremes, or counts of events, or 

frequencies.  

 

Weather is generally defined as the state of the atmosphere at a particular place during a 

short period of time. It is a description of conditions, a "snap shot" of the atmosphere at a 

particular time. 

 

The Macquarie dictionary defines weather as the state of the atmosphere with respect to 

wind, temperature, cloudiness, moisture, pressure etc. Weather occurs in the troposphere, 

the layer of air about 10 – 15km thick, above the surface of the earth. Remarkable 

exceptions to this are high level jet stream winds, and the rare occasion when a classic anvil 

head of a massive cumulus cloud can actually break through the top of this layer into the 

stratosphere. 
 

How do we measure weather?  
 

The measuring of weather requires the use of a number of 
instruments. For example: 

○ Rain – a rain gauge is used to measure precipitation 
(millimetres) 

○ Temperature – thermometer (degrees Centigrade or 
Fahrenheit) 

○ Wind – an anemometer/wind vane (Kilometres per hour or knots = nautical miles per hour) 

○ Pressure– barometer measures air pressure (Hectopascals) 

○ Cloud - satellite pictures/visual observations of cloud structure and movement 

○ Humidity (water content) - wet bulb thermometer. (% of moisture in the air) 

 

As weather occurs throughout the troposphere, temperatures need to be measured through 

the layers of air above us. Balloons are sent up and the way they move is tracked by radar to 

get wind information. An instrument called a radiosonde is attached to the balloon and used 

to measure air pressure, temperature and humidity at different levels through the 

atmosphere. This information can be used to map and forecast the movement of air masses, 

and can help to forecast wind strength and direction, cloud type and height, whether rain or 

storms can be expected, the likely maximum temperature, cold or warm fronts etc. This 

information is gathered on the ground at a range of observation stations as well. 



What causes weather? 

Interestingly the ingredients that create weather are 
also those that are essential to sustain life: 

 

 heat from the sun (solar radiation)  

 the atmosphere  

 moisture.  

 
 
Weather is the result of the coming together of 

different masses of air which have different temperatures, pressures and contain different 

amounts of water. How all these air masses interact with each other, on both the large and 

small scale, produces weather.  

 

How the air in the troposphere moves is a result of: 

1. The sun, heating up the air and causes it to rise (like a hot air balloon). 

2. The tilt of the earth’s axis, causing seasons as we orbit around the sun. 

3. The spin of the earth, causing circulation of the atmosphere. 

4. The oceans, providing a source of evaporated water and a stable “heat sink”. 

5. Land formations, creating barriers (eg.mountains) that uplift or divert air movement  

 
Landscapes can influence the weather differently. Think of desert areas behind a mountain range, 

alpine versus valley environments, coastal versus inland areas, polar and equatorial regions. We 

would also expect air blowing over oceans or wet areas to contain more water than air blowing over 

dry land due to increased evaporation occurring over water. 

 

The effect of temperature changes can create land and sea breezes as a result of diurnal (daily) 

temperature changes. This is due to the difference between the capacity of water, and that of land to 

absorb and store heat energy. During a hot day, the heat generated in inland areas will cause air to 

rise, and a “sea breeze” is set up which often carries moisture laden air from the ocean which rises 

and cools over the mountains and can cause the classic late afternoon summer storm. At night 

(particularly in winter) when the land cools down significantly, the ocean remains a stable temperature 

so a “land breeze” will typically build in the pre-dawn hours and fade away mid-morning when the 

temperature has reached equilibrium again. 



What is Meteorology?  Figure 1 Cross section of the Earth’s Atmosphere 

 

Meteorology is the science that deals with the 

phenomena of the atmosphere, especially the 

weather conditions which primarily occur in 

the troposphere.  

 

Features of the atmosphere  

The atmosphere is made up of many layers 

(see Figure 1).     

       Figure 2 Profile Characteristics 

Of significance to us in understanding the weather, is 

the boundary between the troposphere and the 

stratosphere - called the tropopause. This is marked 

by a temperature inversion which prevents convective 

mixing. Figure 2 shows the change in temperature 

and air pressure as we move up through the 

atmosphere.  

 

Atmospheric circulation 

The driving force behind our weather is the general 

circulation of the atmosphere caused by unequal heating of the earth's surface. By looking at the main 

circulation patterns in the southern hemisphere we can begin to understand the seasonal changes of 

climate in Australia. 

 

The sun drives the system. Remember the basic 

principle: warm air rises and cool air falls. This principle 

applies on a global scale. Energy from the sun causes 

uneven heating of land and sea surfaces near the 

equator and evaporation from tropical oceans. The 

heated air rises to the top of the troposphere and 

moves slowly away from the equator. On the way it 

gradually loses heat and starts to sink back towards the 

earth's surface at around 30° of latitude (across the 

middle of Australia in our case). 

 

  



Wind and pressure systems of the world   Figure 3 General air circulation over 

Australia 

The differences in air temperature and pressure 

over the world cause wind. The air at the equator 

is much warmer than air at the poles. Warm air 

expands and rises, creating an area of low 

pressure; cold air is dense and sinks, creating an 

area of high pressure. But because the earth is 

spinning on its axis, the wind patterns become 

more complex. Between the areas of high and 

low pressure, winds form the patterns shown in 

Figure 3. The circulation of these winds, and the passage of high and low-pressure cells have a major 

influence on Australia's climate at different times of the year. 

 

The tilt of the earth's axis       Figure 4 Tilt of Earth’s 

axis 

Another important fact is that the earth revolves around the sun and it is tilted 

on its axis by an angle of 23° (see Figure 4). The earth's axis always points to 

the same area in space (as viewed from a distant star). Thus, in December, 

when the Southern Hemisphere is tipped towards the sun, more direct 

sunlight and long hours of daylight cause warmer weather than in June, when 

the Southern Hemisphere is tipped away from the sun.   

 

Points to remember: 

 The sun warms the earth's surface (land is warmed more than water) and this warms the air 
above.  

 The earth's surface is warmed most near the equator, and least at the poles.  

 Warm air expands and rises, creating an area of low pressure; cold air is dense and sinks to 
create an area of high pressure.  

 Winds occur because the atmospheric pressures try to 'even themselves out'.  

 The rotation of the earth causes the high and low-pressure wind spirals - in the Southern 
Hemisphere, air from high-pressure systems spirals anticlockwise and outwards, and spirals 
clockwise into low-pressure systems 

The most common sources of meteorological data readily available to us include: 
 

 Synoptic charts - require some skill to assess accurately, yet will provide most of the 
information required in long range forecasting 

 

 Satellite images– showing the extent and type of cloud formations as well as sea surface 
temperatures etc  

 

 Weather Radar – indicates rainfall intensity and location 
 

 Daily and four-day forecasts – often based on detailed computer modelling  
 



 Maximum and minimum temperatures – usually only forecast for cities and regions, but 
detailed records exist 

 

 Wind/wave speed and direction – can be accurately graphed in real time or as a prediction 
 

 Rain, dew and snowfall (precipitation) – historical records, current observations and 
predictions can all be important to us 

 

 Warnings:  
○ wind  
○ storm  
○ cyclone      Figure 5: Weather Map 
○ hail  

○ blizzard 
 

Synoptic Chart (or weather map)  

The mean sea level analysis we see daily on  

television and in the newspapers, is compiled from 

hundreds of weather observations (synoptic data) taken 

simultaneously around the Australian region (see Figure 5). 

Its dominant features are the smooth, curving patterns of 

sea level isobars -- lines of equal atmospheric pressure -- 

which show the central elements of our weather systems: 

highs, lows (including tropical cyclones) and cold fronts. It 

also incorporates the effects of atmospheric processes at higher levels. 

The forecast weather maps are very useful as these indicate how the weather patterns are expected 

to develop. Meteorologists use a wide range of information and techniques to formulate weather 

forecasts, and their computer modelling is improving with each observation that is added to the data 

base.  

Section 2 will cover more detail about interpreting the information on a weather map which is an 

essential skill - understanding these maps will help to form your own ideas about the weather patterns 

in your area. 

Weather information sources 
 
The Australian Bureau of Meteorology (BoM) is the prominent 

provider of weather information for the general community. It 

provides detailed weather forecasts, and maintains current and 

projected charts (including images of satellite observations, 

atmospheric pressure, wind speeds, radar images, sea states, 

temperatures and lots of other useful information) that are most 

easily accessed on the Internet: 

  http://www.bom.gov.au/ 
 

Marine weather forecasts are available by phone 

Southeast Queensland Boating Weather Service  1900 926 115 

http://www.bom.gov.au/


The telephone voice system incurs a charge of 77cents per minute 
 
ABC news online also has an excellent weather information service including flood and storm 

warnings and links to relevant news articles etc: 

  http://abc.net.au/news/queensland/weather/ 
 
Seabreeze is a website which graphs 

predicted wind speed and direction in a 

useful format for a number of areas in 

Australia , as well as summarising tidal 

information and current wind observations: 

 http://www.seabreeze.com.au/ 

 

Other sources of weather information can include  

 local news eg newspapers, radio or television  

 the Bureau of Meteorology phone or fax service 

 Land Managers (NPWS, Sun Water, DPI etc) 

 Coastguard and Volunteer Marine Rescue 

 Sporting organisations eg Surf Life Saving Qld 

 Motoring organisations eg RACQ 

 Police, SES, Rural Fire Brigade 

 Other organisations – eg primary producers 

For example, Elders Rural services have an excellent national weather site: 

  http://www.eldersweather.com.au/warning.jsp?id=IDN36632 

  

http://www.seabreeze.com.au/graphs/default.asp
http://abc.net.au/news/queensland/weather/
http://www.eldersweather.com.au/warning.jsp?id=IDN36632


 

Each region has its own distinctive weather patterns, 

and 'local' weather for areas quite close to each other 

may differ noticeably, particularly with changes in 

topography.  

When planning activities in an area not familiar to you, 

information from local sources can be invaluable in 

gaining an understanding of the weather patterns and 

conditions of that area. Approach local inhabitants, land 

managers and others who know and use the areas you 

are interested in (including outdoor workers, farmers, 

sailors and fishermen) for their observations. Above all take note yourself and get to know your own 

area so that you get a feel for the weather and learn how the patterns move, where the storms come 

from, how the winds change with the seasons, the landforms, currents and through the temperature 

changes during the days and nights.   

 

Local weather information needs to be monitored while in the field whether you have external 

communication or not. The information you will need to gather for yourself will vary according to the 

venue, activity, group and other potential hazards. For marine conditions, wind and storms are a 

primary risk although temperature and precipitation can also be very important for the safety and 

comfort of your group.  Depending on the environment, specific knowledge of the area will contribute 

to weather information such as water catchments, tidal influence, the level of exposure, natural 

protection, escape routes and so on.  

It is essential to be prepared for extreme weather events. 

 

Internet sites for weather study and reference: 

Synoptic chart – 4 day forecast http://www.bom.gov.au/products/IDG00073.shtml 

Weather Radar – Brisbane http://mirror.bom.gov.au/products/IDR503.loop.shtml 

Latest Observations http://www.bom.gov.au/products/IDQ60606.shtml#DDGB 

Boating Observations http://www.bom.gov.au/cgi-bin/wrap_fwo.pl?IDQ65117.html 

Marine Weather http://www.bom.gov.au/marine/index.shtml 

South Coastal waters http://www.bom.gov.au/cgi-bin/wrap_fwo.pl?IDQ11270.html 

Sentinel Fire Tracker http://sentinel2.ga.gov.au/acres/sentinel/index.shtml 

Satellite Images http://marlin.jcu.edu.au/JCUMetSat/web/metsat.html 

Aviation forecasts http://weather.unisys.com/aviation/ 

Severe weather site http://australiasevereweather.com/ 

http://www.bom.gov.au/products/IDG00073.shtml
http://mirror.bom.gov.au/products/IDR503.loop.shtml
http://www.bom.gov.au/products/IDQ60606.shtml#DDGB
http://www.bom.gov.au/cgi-bin/wrap_fwo.pl?IDQ65117.html
http://www.bom.gov.au/marine/index.shtml
http://www.bom.gov.au/cgi-bin/wrap_fwo.pl?IDQ11270.html
http://sentinel2.ga.gov.au/acres/sentinel/index.shtml
http://www.dpi.qld.gov.au/bin/GotoLink.asp?LinkID=18239
http://weather.unisys.com/aviation/
http://www.dpi.qld.gov.au/bin/GotoLink.asp?LinkID=18248


Climate information sources 

Long term climate forecasting is available and there is interesting research in this field. The Southern 

Oscillation Index (SOI) is a measure of the difference in atmospheric pressure between Darwin and 

Tahiti, and is used as an indicator of climate around the Pacific Rim, including most of Australia. Note 

that while climate resources may indicate the likelihood of general trends in the weather – such as 

likelihood of rain over a period of several months  – climate indicators are not suitable as forecasting 

tools for daily conditions or specific dates.   

Some good climate resources include: 

The Queensland Department of Primary Industries & Fisheries Predictive & Precision Systems web 

site containing the 'Current Climate Note' and other updates including rainfall probabilities for 

Queensland and Australia, the SOI, regional crop outlooks and other information.  

 http://www.dpi.qld.gov.au/climate 

The Queensland Department of Natural Resources, Mines and Energy (DNRME) climate web site. 

Contains detailed information on the current climate situation including Sea Surface Temperatures 

(see figure 5), recent rainfall events, seasonal outlook and drought maps.  

 http://www.longpaddock.qld.gov.au/  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The Bureau of Meteorology Climate Research group web page contains links to their current research 
findings and other information. 

 http://www.bom.gov.au/bmrc/basic/rol_hp.htm 

 

Finally, an excellent explanation of El Nino and the Southern Oscillation Index 

 http://www.bom.gov.au/climate/glossary/elnino/elnino.shtml 

 

Southern Oscillation Index (SOI) Phone Hotlines - Normal telephone charges apply. 

 30day average short recorded message Ring (07) 4688 1439  

 Climate forecast long recorded telephone message (07) 4688 1623  

 To speak to an operator at the DPI call centre for more details call 13 25 23 

  

http://www.dpi.qld.gov.au/climate/
http://www.bom.gov.au/climate/glossary/elnino/elnino.shtml


Section 2: Interpret weather information 

Introduction 
The weather information you are able to gather will usually require some interpretation to make it 

more useful or relevant to your situation. Skills in reading a weather map are essential, as these are 

readily available and provide information to make a generally reliable 4 day forecast .  

It is worth realising that this same information forms the basis of the interpretations that are given 

through many other types of predictions. 

 

In order to get the most of the information that is available to you, you really need to have a basic 

understanding of the basic physics of how air masses change as they - cool or warm up, expand or 

are compressed, and how evaporation and condensation interact with these features of air masses. 

Without this basic understanding, it will be very difficult to make sense of what is happening in the 

atmosphere.  

 

Below are two links to many teaching tools that explore the concepts of pressure temperature and 

moisture.  An exploration of these links and learning tools should provide a variety of ways to study 

these essential concepts. 

 

http://www.bom.gov.au/lam/Students_Teachers/pressure.shtml 

 

http://www.bom.gov.au/lam/Students_Teachers/learnact.htm 

 

In a very short paraphrase, it is useful to think of air in parcels or masses. They may be heated by the 

sun – usually indirectly by conduction and radiation from particles in the air, fluids or solids (such as 

land masses or oceans) or by mixing with other warmer air parcels.   Air masses or parcels also 

absorb or hold water in the form of vapour or tiny droplets. A given parcel of air may have more or 

less moisture in it due to whether it has been in dry or wet areas where it can absorb evaporated 

water from the sea or land.  Each parcel of air will be compressed or it will expand due to the 

atmospheric pressure upon it. The process of expanding has a cooling effect and the process of 

compression will have a warming effect. Each air parcel will have a limited capacity to hold water in 

vapour form. This capacity will be higher for warmer air than for cooler air.  If air is cooled when it is 

holding its full capacity of vapour, moisture that has been held as vapour will condense into tiny 

droplets.  These tiny droplets may still remain in suspension in the air. This water will become visible 

as clouds at this point.  If cooling continues, the droplets will cluster until they are too heavy to be held 

in suspension and they will fall as rain.  

 

 A sound understanding of these points will be of great help in making sense of many aspects of 

weather.  To go further with understanding the physics of the atmosphere it is worth noting that these 

processes interact in reverse as well. If water droplets evaporate in an air mass, the air temperature 

will drop - as energy is required for the process of condensation.  If vapour condenses, energy in the 

http://www.bom.gov.au/lam/Students_Teachers/pressure.shtml
http://www.bom.gov.au/lam/Students_Teachers/learnact.htm


form of heat is released and the air warms. These features contribute to the rapid vertical movement 

of air in storm systems and fronts.  

 

What causes wind? 

 

Wind is generally created as the atmosphere compensates for the vertical movement of air parcels 

due to heating and cooling. There is a tendency for the atmosphere to try to equalise itself.  As air 

rises or falls, other air moves to fill the gaps. The atmosphere won’t allow a vacuum. High pressure 

systems are caused by sinking air pushing out in to the surrounding areas of lower pressure while low 

pressure systems are characterised by air rising in the centre and air from higher pressure areas 

being drawn in to replace the rising air. The direction of rotation of these systems is described below 

and is due to the rotation of the earth.   

 

From a global perspective, the higher intensity of heat beneath the sun contributes to increased rising 

air near the equator. For bands North and South of the Equator, sea level winds flow to refill the area 

where the air has risen. Again there is deflection due to the spinning of the earth.  It is important to 

recognise that air masses can be separated in layers or levels as well and the air that rises travels 

outward toward the poles at higher altitudes.   

 

While some theory will help, in the field, observations provide the most important weather information 

that can then be interpreted to predict the weather. Local knowledge and experience is the key here – 

it is important to build your observation skills as well as your familiarity with the environment you 

operate in. Experience has shown that weather tends to follow predictable patterns of change and 

movement.  

Interpreting meteorological data 
What do weather maps show? 
The most obvious features of weather maps (see Figure 6) are the patterns of high and low pressure, 

and the barbed lines identifying cold fronts. Isobars are like contour lines on the map; indicating areas 

of equal air pressure which are measured in millibars along these isobars. 

In the Southern Hemisphere, the earth's rotation causes air to flow clockwise around low-pressure 

systems and anticlockwise around high-pressure systems. (The opposite applies in the Northern 

Hemisphere)  

Friction over the earth's surface causes the winds to be deflected slightly inwards towards low 

pressure centres, and slightly outwards from high pressure systems. Wind strength is inversely 

proportional to the distance between isobars -- the closer the lines, the stronger the winds. This rule 

does not apply in the tropics where the effect of the earth's rotation is weak. For this reason, tropical 

meteorologists usually replace isobars with streamline arrows, which indicate wind and direction 

without directly relating to the pressure gradient.  

Shaded areas on weather maps show where there has been, or is predicted to be rain in a 24 hour 

period. 

 



 
 
 
    

Figure 6  

Typical isobaric chart or “weather map.” 



Typical weather patterns 

An understanding of typical weather patterns is needed when interpreting a map, remembering that 

air flows clockwise around low-pressure systems and anticlockwise around high-pressure systems. 

High-pressure systems contain centres of varying strengths, which generally move from west to east, 

and are associated with stable, dry air masses. Fluctuations in the intensity of these highs 

('anticyclones') strongly influence the behaviour of the trade winds and the development and decay of 

tropical lows. In general, highs tend to be associated with subsiding (sinking) air and generally fine 

weather, while lows are associated with ascending (rising) air and usually produce rain or showers.  

 

These features typically vary in intensity and location according to the season.  

Summer        Figure 7. A summer weather map.  

Figure 7 shows a fairly typical summer pattern. The 

high-pressure belt is generally found just south of 

Australia, while the subtropical easterlies cover most of 

the continent. Monsoon lows over the tropics bring 

significant summer rain and can develop into tropical 

cyclones when sea surface temperatures are high. 

Moist, easterly flow from the Coral Sea onto the 

Queensland coast causes very warm, humid and sultry 

weather east of the Great Dividing Range. This air, 

often susceptible to the development of showers and 

thunderstorms, is described as 'unstable'. 

Winter        Figure 8. A winter weather map.  

Figure 8 shows a fairly typical winter pattern. 

The high-pressure belt is generally located over the 

continent, allowing westerlies and strong cold fronts to 

affect southern Australia. In Queensland we experience 

generally dry conditions and predominantly southerly or 

westerly winds 

 

It is important to be alert to significant exceptions 

to this 'normal' situation when, for example, strong 

high-pressure systems move slowly across the 

oceans well south of Australia. Closed or 'cut off' 

lows may then move across southern Australia or intensify over the Tasman Sea, possibly 

causing prolonged heavy rain. It is also important to remember that all weather systems 

have a life cycle of development, maturity and decay. They occasionally show unusual 

behaviour. They may become stationary or even briefly reverse their usual direction of travel. 



Cloud formation and Precipitation 
Clouds form by the condensation of water vapour through cooling.  

Causes of cooling include: 

Convection, which may be caused through air mass instability. It may 

be initiated by warming of low-level air, forced ascent over mountainous 

country, or dynamic causes associated with severe weather systems. 

Cumulus clouds often form as a result of convection. Cumulonimbus, for 

instance, may reach altitudes above 15,000 metres and are often 

associated with severe thunderstorms and 

occasionally, tornadoes. 

 

Systematic ascent of moist air over large 

areas linked with large-scale weather systems such as 

low pressure systems, including tropical cyclones. In 

mid-latitudes this systematic ascent often occurs 

ahead of active fronts, or with 'cut off' lows. This type of 

pattern may bring rain that is persistent and heavy and 

cause floods, especially if enhanced by forced (orographic) ascent 

over mountains. 

Orographic ascent which occurs when air is forced upwards 

by a barrier of mountains or hills. Cloud formation and rainfall is 

often the result. Australia's heaviest rainfall occurs on the 

Queensland coast and in western Tasmania, where prevailing 

maritime airstreams are forced to lift over mountain ranges. 

Cold and warm fronts which also cause systematic 

ascent. A cold front is the boundary where cold air moves 

to replace, and undercut, warmer and less dense air. 

Associated cloud and weather may vary enormously 

according to the properties of the air masses, but tends to 

be concentrated near the front. As a typical cold front 

approaches, winds freshen from the north or northwest, 

and pressure falls. After the front passes, winds shift 

direction anticlockwise 'backing' to the west or southwest) 

and pressure rises. Cold fronts are much more frequent 

and vigorous over southern Australia than elsewhere. 

Warm fronts are relatively infrequent over Australia. 

Convergence lifting which occurs when more air 

flows into an area at low levels than flows out, leading to 

forced rising of large air masses. Convergence is often associated 

with wave-like disturbances in tropical easterlies and may also 

occur with broad tropical air masses flowing to the south. Given 

sufficient atmospheric moisture and instability, it may cause 

large cloud clusters and rain. 

 

Temperature inversions can occur at a smaller scale 



  Figure 7 Temperature inversion  than the troposphere as was shown in Figure 2. 

Sometimes a temperature profile which traps the air below an inversion layer (see Figure 7) is formed 

– eg on a calm, sunny day. This can be exacerbated by heat and pollution producing cities and can 

be very dangerous such as in the City of Los Angeles. Brisbane has a few hazy days every year when 

this phenomenon is very noticeable. 

 

Wind speed and direction 
There are direct relationships between isobar spacing (pressure gradient) and 

orientation, and the strength and direction of surface winds. The general rule is that 

winds are strongest where the isobars are closest together. Winds are normally light 

near high-pressure systems where the isobars are widely spaced. 

Be aware that winds in middle latitudes are lighter than those in the 

tropics with similarly spaced isobars. 

 

Winds also tend to be strongest away from the centre of a high 

pressure system, and towards the centre of a low pressure system. 

Strong winds are usually experienced near cold fronts, low-pressure 

systems and in westerly airstreams south of the continent.  

In Australia, the most destructive winds over broad areas are 

generated by tropical cyclones. Tornadoes, associated with some 

severe thunderstorms, have the potential to generate higher wind 

speeds, but areas affected are much smaller than these tropical 

storms. 

 

Land and sea breezes 

On the coast of Queensland you will find that the effect of the 

different heating and cooling from the land to the sea will strengthen 

onshore breezes in the afternoon and lead to calms or light offshore 

breezes many mornings.  What is happening is that the sea temperature remains relatively stable in 

comparison to the land which heats and cools on its surface with the radiation form the sun. The land 

then warms or cools the air above it and it rises as it warms or cools and sinks. This effect means that 

the cooler air will flow in to replace the warm air as it rises – from the cooler land in the night and from 

the cooler sea in the day.  

 

Interpreting a weather map and taking into account these influences and your experiences might have 

you guessing more and more accurately about the way that the systems will move how the wind will 

change when it does. Forecasting of winds and directions has become more reliable as more and 

better data has led to sophisticated computer models. When the forecast are wrong it is often in the 

timing or strength of changes rather than the predictions themselves and your own understanding will 

help you to plan - based on how the changes and their timing might influence your trip.  

 

For example: if a high is moving across from the West across Victoria, you might expect that the wind 

in South East Queensland will come from the South then into the South East, gradually becoming 

Easterly and North easterly as the high moves into the Tasman Sea. While this is occurring, daily 

fluctuations can be expected with the strongest breezes in the afternoon and the calmest weather 

inshore in the mornings.   

http://im.edirectory.co.uk/products/1758/i/anemometernewc.jpg


 

Interpreting local information  

It is important to be able to track changes in the weather while you are in the field. Sailors commonly 

use a barometer to measure changes in atmospheric pressure and estimate the proximity and 

intensity of high and low pressure systems in order to forecast the wind speed and direction. This 

level of observation and interpretation may not always be practical or necessary – but we do always 

need to be watching for signs of a change in the weather. 

 

Remember that the things that influence the weather do so by affecting the air pressure, temperature 

and moisture. If we remain sensitive to how these three features affect our weather we will be able to 

make meaning from the things we can see and feel.  

 

Local information that may be required to plan an activity could include some of the following: 

○ Catchment details – size and shape will determine when and where flooding will occur 

○ Precipitation records – what snow or rainfall has occurred? 

○ River heights – river heights and dam releases can be used to predict conditions  

○ Tidal information – low and high tides can affect access, currents, storm surges 

○ Historical observations – available to compare different seasons etc 

 

Clouds 

The most visible evidence we have of what is going on in the atmosphere is the clouds.  

Clouds are made up of moisture that is suspended in the atmosphere in the form of liquid – 

water – or solid – ice.   

 

Rather than duplicate the information that is readily available on the web in terms of cloud 

identification you are referred to the following resources. The interactive cloud quiz on the 

BOM site is especially helpful.  

 

Cloud tutorial 

http://support.radioshack.com/support_tutorials/weather/weather-19.htm 

 

Cloud Quiz 

http://www.bom.gov.au/lam/Students_Teachers/animations/stratcum.shtml 

 

Identified cloud pictures 

http://www.wildwildweather.com/clouds.htm 

  

What the clouds can tell us 

 The amount of water in suspension in the air – more water appears as darker clouds 

 The height of the dewpoint:   Lower clouds generally would be an indication of higher 

humidity and therefore greater chance of rain.  

 Clues about the vertical movement of air – are the clouds tall and towering or layered 

and flat? More vertical development is more likely to mean unsettled weather and 

storm activity while layered clouds will generally mean that the weather will be more 

consistent for example drizzle , steady rain or fine. Note that where the lower clouds 

block your view of the higher atmosphere you may well miss evidence of vertical 

development and storm activity.  

 Wind: It is not the case that the movement of clouds necessarily indicates the 

direction of the wind. Wind and air can move through clouds independent of their 

position or progress. Especially with topographical/orographic lifting of clouds or 

http://support.radioshack.com/support_tutorials/weather/weather-19.htm
http://www.bom.gov.au/lam/Students_Teachers/animations/stratcum.shtml
http://www.wildwildweather.com/clouds.htm


approaching frontal systems, the clouds will often stay still or advance against the 

wind. The air is moving through the clouds – the water condenses at one point due to 

lifting and temperature drop and then rains (or evaporates again as the air sinks or 

warms)  leaving the cloud to mark the locations of the dew point and the reabsorption 

of any remaining water.  

 Things are changing. Sometimes the changes over time will tell us more than a 

snapshot of the sky can ever tell us. Are the clouds gathering, building, dissipating or 

changing their character?   

 

Forecasting the weather using clouds. Aside from the comments made in relation to each of 

the cloud types, forecasting based on clouds and cloud movement is a matter for local study 

and knowledge. As you study the weather you will become able to look at approaching storm 

clouds and even have a reasonable guess about whether and how badly you might be 

clobbered as the storms tend to follow tracks influenced by the landforms, sea depths and 

temperatures and the type of system they are being generated by.  Keep watching and 

linking what you expect with what you see. The feedback that you can get for yourself by 

tracking your observations and predictions is very effective as a learning tool.   

 

What we feel 

 

In addition to the clouds that give us information about what is happening within air masses, 

we can use our other senses as well.  We can feel the clammy and clinging humidity and 

warmth on our skin and we can feel subtle breezes and wind shifts on our face.  

 

 
Modifying an activity 

 

The weather can be fickle, and no amount of studying weather forecasts or local knowledge 

can completely alleviate the potential for hazards occurring due to unpredictable weather. 

You will never be able to be precise about what is coming and you will be estimating a range 

of possibilities rather than exact conditions. Especially where the range of expected 

conditions is near the limits of what you are comfortable with, you may be tempted to go and 

hope that what eventuates is toward the more favourable end of the range of what is 

predicted. This may be highly risky unless there are options to escape if you are wrong. In 

these cases as with others, it is always wise to treat the weather with respect and caution 

and be prepared to modify activity plans to ensure the safety of fellow team members or 

participants.  

 

Modifications may include: 

○ Increasing the number of days or hours planned to complete the activity 

○ Being prepared logistically for the unfavourable conditions 

○ Reducing the number of participants in order to risk manage the situation more effectively 

○ Changing the planned activity/equipment to suit the conditions 

○ Having route options for different conditions 

○ Postponing the activity to another time or date 

○ Conducting the activity at another location/site  

○ Cancelling the activity – can be a difficult decision but often will be for the best when the 

weather is against you 

○ Engaging more experienced staff to help risk manage the situation 

○  



Each water based specialisation will go into specific detail about guidelines and requirements for the 

risk management of weather hazards. In many cases at sea, the consequences of changing weather 

can be so serious that the only prudent choice is to avoid going out in unpredictable conditions unless 

there are safe havens within ready access. As ever, good planning will allow for the contingencies of 

deteriorating weather.   

 

The common factors are: 

 all types of weather need to be planned for. 

 current weather information with sufficient detail needs to be obtained before running any 

activity. 

 communications should be established to gain updated information on longer journeys. 

 you must monitor the situation carefully and make modifications as necessary. 

 make cautious decisions when the consequences may be severe 

 

Glossary 

 

Air - The mixture of gases and particles that make up our atmosphere. 

 

Anemometer - A device used to measure wind speed.  

 

Anticyclones - Atmospheric circulations that rotate anti-clockwise in the Southern 

Hemisphere. Anticyclones are areas of higher pressure and are generally associated with 

lighter winds and fine and settled conditions.  

 

Atmosphere - The mixture of gases surrounding a planet. 

 

Barometer - An Instrument that measures air pressure.  

 

Beaufort wind scale - A scale that uses observations of the effects of wind to estimate its 

speed.  

 

Climate - The atmospheric conditions for a long period of time, and generally refers to the 

normal or mean course of the weather.  

 

Condense - Change from a gas to a liquid. 

 

Convection - The process generally associated with warm rising air and the formation of 

cloud. Local breezes, wind and thunderstorms are a result of convection in the atmosphere.  

 

Cyclone - Atmospheric circulations that rotate clockwise in the southern hemisphere, and 

anti-clockwise in the northern hemisphere. Cyclones are areas of lower pressure and 

generally associated with stronger winds, unsettled conditions, cloudiness and rainfall. 

El Niño - Nowadays, the term El Niño refers to the extensive warming of the central and 

eastern Pacific that leads to a major shift in weather patterns across the Pacific. In Australia 

(particularly eastern Australia), El Niño events are associated with an increased probability 

of drier conditions.  

 

ENSO - Stands for El Niño-Southern Oscillation. 'El Niño' used here refers to the warming of 

the oceans in the equatorial eastern and central Pacific; Southern Oscillation is the changes 

in atmospheric pressure (and climate systems) associated with this warming. 'ENSO' is used 



colloquially to describe the whole suite of changes associated with an 'El Niño' event - to 

rainfall, oceans, atmospheric pressure etc.  

 

Equatorial trough - Zone of relatively low pressure which lies between the subtropical 

anticyclones of the two hemispheres.  

 

Evaporate - Change from a liquid to a gas. 

 

Front - The boundary between air masses having different characteristics. 

 

High pressure - Atmospheric circulations that rotate anti-clockwise in the Southern 

Hemisphere. Anticyclones are areas of higher pressure and are generally associated with 

lighter winds and fine and settled conditions.  

 

Humidity - A measure of water vapour in the air.  

 

Hydrology - An earth science concerned with the occurrence, distribution and circulation of 

waters on and under the earth's surface, both in time and space, their biological, chemical 

and physical properties, their reaction with the environment, including their relation to living 

beings. 

 

Isobars - Lines on weather maps joining places which have the same air pressure. 

 

Jet stream - A flat, tubular current of air located in the tropopause, the area in the Earth's 

atmosphere located between the troposphere and the stratosphere. These powerful winds 

are generated by strong pressure gradients which reflect the great temperature differences 

at high altitudes. 

 

Knot - Unit of speed equal to one nautical mile per hour. 

 

Land Breeze - A local offshore wind. At night, when the land cools more quickly, and to a 

greater extent, than the sea, the land breeze circulation is set up. 

Cooler air from the land flows offshore to replace the warm air rising over the sea. 

The air in contact with the sea warms and expands and the resulting changes in the 

pressure and temperature differences and distributions cause the land breeze circulation.  

 

La Niña - The extensive cooling of the central and eastern Pacific Ocean. In Australia 

(particularly eastern Australia), La Niña events are associated with increased probability of 

wetter conditions.  

 

Low pressure - Atmospheric circulations that rotate clockwise in the southern hemisphere. 

Cyclones are areas of lower pressure and generally associated with stronger winds, 

unsettled conditions, cloudiness and rainfall. 

 

Ridge - A ridge is an elongated area of high pressure. It is indicated by rounded isobars 

extending outwards from an anticyclone and has associated with it a ridge line. The pressure 

at a point on the ridge is higher than at an adjacent point on either side of the line. 

 



Sea breeze - A local onshore wind. Cooler air from over the sea flows onto the shore to 

replace the warm air rising over the land. On sunny days the land heats up more quickly, 

and to a greater extent, than the sea. The air in contact with the land warms and expands 

and the resulting changes in the pressure and temperature differences and distributions 

cause the sea breeze circulation. At night, when the land cools more quickly, and to a 

greater extent, than the sea, the reverse land breeze circulation is set up. 

 

Southern Oscillation Index (SOI) - The Southern Oscillation Index (SOI) is calculated from 

the monthly or seasonal fluctuations in the air pressure difference between Tahiti and 

Darwin. 

 

Squall - A squall comprises a rather sudden increase of the mean wind speed which lasts for 

several minutes at least before the mean wind returns to near its previous value. A squall 

may include many gusts.  

 

Stratosphere - Layer of the atmosphere between about 10 and 50 kilometres above the 

ground. 

 

Trade winds - East to southeasterly winds (in the southern hemisphere) which affect tropical 

and subtropical regions, including the northern areas of Australia. During the monsoon 

season in northern Australia, the easterly trade winds are replaced by moist northwesterly 

(monsoonal) winds from the Indian Ocean and southern Asian ocean waters. 

As mentioned above, the trade winds in the southern hemisphere are east to southeasterly in 

direction. In the northern hemisphere however, the trade winds are east to northeasterly in direction. It 

means that in both hemispheres, they tend to blow from the east to the west and towards the equator. 

Sometimes the trade winds will just be called "easterly" to avoid having to specify the hemisphere. 

 

Unstable air - Air in which static instability exists. This condition is determined by the vertical 

gradients of air temperature and humidity. 
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